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on the left is a comparison between mtpd and steven slates drum library.
its clear mtpd is superior to ssd5 in many ways. theres a big difference in
the number of samples, the quality of drum kits, and the realism of sound.
additionally, mtpd has a set of authentic and authentic-sounding samples

that go beyond ssd5. for instance, mtpds kick drums often have a
dirtier/wetter sound than ssd5s. this is mainly because our kick drums are

individually recorded. the sound library of this kit is enormous and
includes more than 1500 samples. the diversity of the sounds is vast. a
good example is the kick drum, which comes in a wide variety of sizes.

the snare drum, on the other hand, delivers a tight, punchy and metallic
sound, while the cymbals deliver a wide variety of types and sizes. all the

sounds come in velocities ranging from mf-ff, covering the whole
spectrum. this means that you can easily mix and match the sounds of
the kit to add some variety to your compositions. for example, you can
cut a snare drum sample to a square wave with a sine wave signal and
then adjust the velocities of the tracks and make a kick drum sound. as
you can see from the screenshots, the app provides some great quality

presets in the form of drum kits, such as, bass drum, czerny and
rudiments, cymbals, drum machine, drum set, kick drum, solo,

percussion, rimshot and ride. with the app, you can create your own kits
as well, though there is a cost involved. for instance, you can import 4

different drum kits as well as 4 different cymbal kits, which you can mix
and match. but the feature is locked. you can only edit the sound files

youve imported and not the original sample files. this is just an issue with
the app, not the library.
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the drums themselves can be sequenced using the plugin’s built-in
groove sequencer or added to your host sequencers via drag & drop.

theres also a great selection of drum grooves available for you to use and
enjoy.  you can use the mt power drum kit 2 as a standalone product or
add it to your daw and host it alongside any other plugin or instrument.

its very simple to get started and doesnt require a lot of training.  the mt
power 2 drum library features 14 individual kits that cover various styles

and genres including rock, pop, funk, and electro. all 14 kits are
painstakingly recorded with pristine analog gear at abbey road studios in

london. the drum kits were recorded by mike hewitt, ned douglas, and
dave king. the mt power drum kit 2 is a quality drum library that is

unarguably one of the best in terms of software-like drum kits. this pack
includes 14 authentic drum kits, all of them recorded by top professional

drummers, and which have been carefully recorded with high-quality
vintage gear to deliver the most authentic sound. whether youre looking
for a new clean kit, a classic kit, a funky kit, or a heavy kit, you can find it
here. this library features 14 realistic drum kits that cover various styles

and genres including rock, pop, funk, and electro. all 14 kits are
meticulously recorded with pristine analog gear at abbey road studios in
london. the drum kits were recorded by mike hewitt, ned douglas, and

dave king. the mt power drum kit 2 is a quality drum library that is
unarguably one of the best in terms of software-like drum kits. this pack
includes 14 authentic drum kits, all of them recorded by top professional

drummers, and which have been carefully recorded with high-quality
vintage gear to deliver the most authentic sound. whether youre looking
for a new clean kit, a classic kit, a funky kit, or a heavy kit, you can find it
here. this library features 14 realistic drum kits that cover various styles

and genres including rock, pop, funk, and electro. all 14 kits are
meticulously recorded with pristine analog gear at abbey road studios in

london. 5ec8ef588b
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